Effect of hog pancreatic kallikrein on blood pressure in rats.
In all mammals investigated so far, an amount of 0.1 - 1 biological unit (KU) of hog pancreatic kallikrein per kg body weight injected intravenously caused a fast reduction in blood pressure with one exception, the rat. Even 1000 times higher doses of hog pancreatic kallikrein did not reduce the blood pressure in this animal. In spite of many experiments performed with rats using hog pancreatic kallikrein to influence various metabolic pathways, there has been no proof, to date, that this enzyme also causes kallikrein-specific effects via kinin liberation in rats. We found only a slow and weak reduction of rat blood pressure after injection of 100 KU hog pancreatic kallikrein per rat, when the endogenous kininases had been previously inactivated by the kininase II inhibitor captopril. However, a fast reduction in blood pressure, similar to the response observed after kinin injection, could be recorded if 90 microliter rat blood, previously incubated for a few minutes with a least 20 k.u. hog pancreatic kallikrein in the presence of captopril, was reinjected. Hence, kinin liberation from rat kininogens by hog pancreatic kallikrein does occur, but proceeds so slowly that the fast kinin degradation by kininases can prevent the typical blood pressure effect of kinin in vivo.